Don’t roll the dice on your hardware investment. Our Design Engineering team considers your unique environmental factors before mapping out your ideal hardware solution. In addition to expert hardware recommendations, you’ll receive detailed drawings that help you avoid potential implementation pitfalls and get the right combination of hardware for your Visual Communications solution.
AV DESIGN OFFERINGS:

**AV Base – You’ll get:**

- Remote hardware consultative design services
- Detailed hardware specification sheets for all hardware quoted
- An AV Design specification sheet that includes hardware recommendations
- Advanced notice of potential environmental concerns involving space
- Identification of general concerns, guidelines and recommendations regarding the repurposing of existing customer owned hardware
- A basic, flowchart style installation diagram with all hardware and peripherals quoted by FWI

**AV Comprehensive – You’ll get:**

- All elements of Base service
- An initial onsite consultation*
- All data collected from onsite visit including but not limited to pictures, detailed measurements of space, ambient lighting readings, internet speeds (WIFI and/or hard line speeds)
- CAD installation packets providing robust engineering drawings with all quoted hardware and peripherals provided by FWI
- Architectural support drawing files

*A single onsite visit is included with the AV Design Comprehensive service but does not include travel expenses. The expenses associated with travel will be added to the Professional Services quote or as an onsite line item.

TRUST THE EXPERTS IN VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

With over 6,000 clients and more than 500,000 screens deployed around the world, FWI has a proven record of helping companies understand and leverage Visual Communications. Visit fourwindsinteractive.com to see how FWI's award-winning solutions reach millions of people daily in airports, banks, resorts, corporations, stadiums, hospitals, hotels, casinos, universities and more.